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     This dissertation is a study on the variations f vocal-stylized drama types of 
Taiwanese Opera (Gezaixi).  Of the various types of Chinese Drama, vocal styles 
have dynamic influence on drama types; and the rise and fall of drama types are 
closely related to the modification of vocal styles.  Wang Yide of Ming Dynasty once 
said in Guidelines on Tunes: “Vocal style of a community changes every thirty years; 
since Yuan Dynasty up to now, it has gone through numerous alterations.”  
     Gezaixi is the only Chinese vocal-stylized drama type originated in Taiwan.  
In the process of its development, it has absorbed th  essences of well-developed 
drama, integrated popular songs into it, and fused with cross-cultural language 
elements arose during the Japanese occupation.  Modern technology also has helped 
to extend Gezaixi’s stage into that of mass media and thus has given birth to radio 
Taiwanese Opera, cinema Taiwanese Opera, and television Taiwanese Opera. To be 
incorporated into the process of producing mass media Gezaixi, vocal styles had to be 
transformed too.  Moreover, after the cross-strait exchange with South-min Gezaixi 
troupes, Taiwanese Opera has added rhythmic variations into its vocal style list and 
has enriched the music of its drama types.  With the change of time, Taiwanese 
Opera has been more adaptive to the commercial market nd has gained its own 
characteristics.  Comparing with other vocal-stylized drama types, Gezaixi is 
exceptional of its type, popular and unique in the c ange of vocal-stylized drama 
types. 
     Ever since the segregation of the two sides of Taiwan Strait in 1949, Fujian 
Gezaixi and Taiwan Opera have been situated in considerably different environments 
resulting in the same play acquiring contrastive differences.  This article aims to 
analyze the variations of vocal-stylized drama types in Gezaixi through the aspects of 
evolutions of vocal-stylized drama types, influences from foreign cultures, 
improvement on the parts of entertainers and musicians, Taiwanese Opera as found in 
modern mass media, drama reformation and scholastic efforts, and cross-strait 
Gezaixi exchange and seminars on drama music, and with the expectation to have 
better understanding of the variations and, hopefully, the regularity created during the 
evolution of vocal styles in Gezaixi. 
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